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Abstract

In this paper we present a sort of Korovkin-type result on asymptotic formulae for sequences of linear operators not necessarily
convergent but A-summable, A being a sequence of infinite matrices.
© 2010 IMACS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In 1948 Lorentz [13] introduced the notion of almost convergence:

- a bounded sequence of real numbers xj is said to be almost convergent to � if L(xj) = � for each Banach limit L, or
equivalently if

lim
k→∞

1

k

n+k−1∑
j=n

xj = � uniformly for n ∈N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. (1)

In the seventies, within the general setting of the approximation of continuous functions f by means of sequences
of linear positive operators {Lj}, King and Swetits [11] and Mohapatra [14] studied respectively qualitative and
quantitative results on the almost convergence of the sequences {Ljf(x)} (Ljf(x) is the image of f by Lj evaluated at x)
towards f(x), and a few years later Swetits [16] unified these results and the classical ones (see [12,6]) by considering
the following summability method introduced by Bell [3] in 1973:
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